Idube Electrical

Rescue Equipment

In the event of an electrical accident, fast
intervention is essential. The panel contains all the
rescue tools in a set place, making it accessible
to all users in order to intervene if necessary.

COMPLETE RESCUE SET

TC107P

Dimensions: 1850 x 760 x 16 mm, Weight: 23,5 kg

Insulating stool 24/36kV

Storage box for
gloves
Latex insulating
gloves

Q

Description

1x

Insulated cable cutter 24/36 kV

1x

Wooden wall panel

1x

Storage box for electrician’s gloves

1x

Latex insulating gloves 24/36 kV

1x

Insulating boots

1x

Voltage detector 5-36 Kv

1x

Rescue stick and voltage detection. 5-36kV, 1.97m

1x

Insulating stool 24/36 kV

1x

First aid procedure panel

Insulated
cable cutter 24/36kV

Insulating boots

First aid procedure panel
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Rescue stick and
voltage detection.
5-36kV, 1.97m

Idube Conductive clothing
We offer the most complete and effective protection available for workers in live-line maintenance. The KVGUARD® conductive clothing is a
soft Faraday cage that puts linemen at the same potential as the conductor. With clothing bonded to the conductor, the lineman can work comfortably inside the electrical field—with gloved hands at close range.

KV-GUARD® SUIT

The conductive fabric leads the industry worldwide because every phase
of product development and production is closely monitored by quality
control. Each step of the way, production meet strict standards: from
blending Nomex with the stainless steel, spinning it into yarn, to weaving it
into KV-GUARD fabric, and sewing it to produce the finest conductive garment in the world.

Specifica ons:









Double Needle sewing on all major
seams.
Sewn with thread of Nomex ®
6.5oz per sq. yd. herringbone twill
weave.
Bartacked at stress points.
Each KV‐Guard suit comes in a dura‐
ble, protec ve carrying case.
All KV‐Guard garments are completely
washable by hand or in an automa c
washing machine with mild detergent.
Dry in an automa c dryer on low heat
or hang on wooden hanger to dry.

When the garment is completed, multiple tests are performed to check for
wrist cuff to wrist cuff conductivity and sleeve to ankle cuff conductivity.
All data is recorded along with each suit’s serial number, so the garment’s
continued quality and performance after years of washing and wearing,
can be monitored.
Both jacket and pants are designed for maximum comfort and protection,
and leave our factory guaranteed under 100 Ohms conductivity. The attached hood assures complete conductivity , accommodates hard hats,
and allows for mobility and comfort. Pockets with snap closures provide
safe storage for six-foot bonding tapes on each hip of the jacket. With full
cut body and raglan sleeves for ease of movement, the jacket is bonded
to the pants by the inside loop and tie tape. The pants have a snap fly
front and are held up by adjustable suspenders. Ankles and wrists have
Velcro ® closures for a snug fit.
ACCESSORIES
Gloves: Are made of a fine blending of yarns similar to those used in
the suits. Knit to give the dexterous
fit needed for manual work, the
gloves are strong and durable.
Other features include: stretch
knit—ambidextrous; designed with
an extra long cuff to fit up over the
jacket cuff, providing the bond
needed for conductivity. One size
fits all.
Static Belt: This 72” long extention
belt has a Velcro closure wrist strap
making for easy attaching and
removing.

Sizing

Socks: KV-GUARD® socks are jersey knit with an elastic rib calf that
fits over the pant leg. The special
blend of Nomex, stainless steel,
cotton terry and rubber provide
the comfort necessary to wear the
socks for long hours. One size fits
all.
Suit and Accessory Bag: This bag
with durable zipper closures, made
of longwearing nylon Codura ®,
will easily hold all KV-Guard equipment and accessories. A convenient plastic name plate window
allows for personal identification.

Medium

Large

X‐Large

Chest

To fit chest size (in inches)

42

48

54

Waist

To fit chest size (in inches)

36

42

48
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